Modern, high performance, interior and exterior LED
cylinders, pendants, sconces and linear fixtures in
standard and customizable configurations.

Architectural Lighting Works

1035 22nd Avenue, Unit 1
Oakland, CA 94606
USA
T 510.489.2530
F 650.249.0412
www.alwusa.com
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ALW manufactures beautifully designed, comprehensive architectural lighting solutions. Our goal
is to Illuminate the Soul with our innovative and highly configurable designs, translating your raw
vision to dazzling reality while providing you with a world-class customer experience.
Our mission is to create lighting that inspires, delivering the highest quality visual experience for
virtually any space. Our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility empowers you with the tools and
flexibility to transform your space into something dynamic, with over 90% of our orders shipping
in a few weeks or less.
Founded in 2005, ALW has expanded its offerings with the acquisitions of Neidhardt in 2017,
and v2 Lighting Group in 2019. We bring your vision to light with a diverse selection of linear,
decorative, and cylinder products, tailored to your space through a combination of configurable
shapes, unparalleled performance, and a client-centric approach.
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3 models

CORE

CORE CX - cutout shell
CORE LX - long shell
CORE SX - short shell

3 sizes
CORE 200 - 3.5” diameter
CORE 300 - 4.5” diameter
CORE 400 - 6” diameter

6 types
pendant

Our flagship product line, CORE, has clean lines in a timeless cylindrical
form. CORE is designed and built with high performance, quality of light
and robust construction in mind to look beautiful for years to come. With
a vast array of models, sizes, types and options, CORE can be configured
for almost any application.
CORE utilizes the latest LED technology from Xicato, with 1 x 2
MacAdams Ellipses color consistency and Corrected Cold Phosphor
Technology® in 83 or 98 CRI, providing the highest quality of light
guaranteed not to color shift over time. CORE fixtures are available in
2700K, 3000K, 3500K and 4000K CCT with up to 5,000 lumens of
direct illumination or 8,000 total lumens in combined direct and indirect
lighting.
Our fixtures are found in high end commercial, retail, educational,
hospitality and residential environments. Their versatility, quality, and
abundant configuration options make CORE a solid choice for your next
project.

up + down pendant
surface mount
sconce
up + down sconce
yoke

CORE CX pendants with polished
aluminum shells and dual cutouts
add a clean and elegant design
element.

Fixture: CORE 200 CX Pendant
Project: Playboy Lobby, Beverly Hills, CA
Design: Wolcott Architecture | Interiors
Photo: Wolcott Architecture | Interiors
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CORE CX
The cutout and exposed
heatsink are a distinct
design element of the CORE
CX fixture. We offer three
standard cutout patterns as
well as custom cutouts. CORE
CX with a corporate logo
cutout and colors can create
an exclusive custom fixture.

Standard Cutouts
round
square
dual
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The dual cutout and vibrant orange shell
create a decorative element, complementing
the interior design and reinforcing the
corporate color scheme.

Fixture: CORE 300 CX Pendant, Dual Cutout
Project: France Telecom Orange Labs, San Francisco, CA
Design: Charles F. Blank, Architect
Photo: Charles F. Blank

Fixture: CORE 300 CX Sconce, Round Cutout
Project: Private Residence
Photo: ALW

CORE CX Yoke has a
modern, high-tech look,
while providing versatile,
directional lighting.

Fixture: CORE CX Yoke, Dual Cutout
Project: The Engineering Enterprise, San Francisco, CA
Design: The Engineering Enterprise
Photo: Dennis Gray

CORE CX
Customized Cutout:
Machined from a quarter-inch thick aluminum
shell, the cutout exposes the heatsink as a
decorative element. CORE CX with a custom
cutout gives designers a canvas to create a one
of a kind fixture. The possibilities are endless,
including variable cutout depth and combining
any of our 32 standard colors and finishes.

Custom Design
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Ninkasi Brewing
Logo

Cannondale
Logo

Custom Design

CORE LX
With its clean and
timeless look, the CORE LX
product line is more than
just a plain cylinder. It’s a
robust, high quality fixture
with a Xicato LED, dimming
down to 1%, a machined and
extruded aluminum housing,
stainless steel hardware
and interchangeable optics
ranging from 10 to 83
degrees.
As with all ALW Cylinders,
CORE LX has thousands
of standard options. For
example, CORE LX can be
finished in real wood veneer
and suspended from a variety
of color cables to create an
uncommon look.
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Wet location rated and
robust construction
for outdoor lighting
applications.

Fixture: CORE 200 LX Pendants & CORE 200 LX Sconces
Project: The Healing Place Bus Shelter, Raleigh, NC
Design: Tzu Chen AIA (BBH Design)
Photo: Tzu Chen Photography

With open ceilings CORE LX
blends into the duct work while
delivering up to 5000 lumens
per fixture.

Fixture: CORE 300 LX Pendant
Project: UBER, San Francisco, CA
Design: Studio O+A
Photo: Jasper Sinidad

CORE SX
CORE SX delivers up to
4000 lumens in a lowprofile package with all the
same attributes, quality
and configuration options
of its taller counterpart,
CORE LX. The CORE SX is
uniquely suited for functional
illumination without stealing
the show.
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With 4000 lumens in a compact
6” diameter by 7” tall fixture,
CORE SX blends into the open
ceiling.

Fixture: CORE 400 SX Pendant
Project: Kendall College, Grand Rapids, MI
Design: Allied Electric Inc.
Photo: ALW

Nestled between the rafters,
these short SX fixtures provide
beautiful lighting without stealing
the show.

Fixture: CORE 300 SX Surface Mount
Project: Galvanize, Loveland, CO
Design: Blue Ocean Ent.
Photo: Sam Koerbel
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2 models

QUBE

QUBE LX - long shell
QUBE SX - short shell

3 sizes
QUBE 200 - 3.5” square

The QUBE product family has all the same configuration options, highquality components and latest Xicato LED module technology as CORE,
but in a contemporary square cylinder. The outline and proportions of
QUBE provide a distinct aesthetic look that complements today’s modern
architectural design.
Applicable to interior and exterior applications, QUBE combines function
and form into a simple yet versatile lighting fixture that is available in
long (LX) or short (SX) shell lengths, in 83 and 98 CRI and up to 5000
lumens.

QUBE 300 - 4.5” square
QUBE 400 - 6” square

6 types
pendant
up + down pendant
surface mount
sconce
up + down sconce
yoke

Wet location rated with independent up
and down output configurations, QUBE
LX makes an excellent choice for building
exteriors.

Fixture: QUBE 400 LX Up + Down Sconce Project:
Macy’s, Ft Collins, CO
Design: JPRA Arch & JK Designs
Photo: Sam Koerbel
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QUBE LX
Our square cylinder, available
in pendant, sconce, surface
mount, up+down sconce,
up+down pendant and yoke
fixture types, is offered in 3
different sizes:
QUBE 200: 3.5” x 3.5” x 8”
QUBE 300: 4.5” x 4.5” x 12”
QUBE 400: 6” x 6” x 16”

Longer shell lengths can
be specified to change the
scale of the fixture to suit the
architecture. Just let us know
your requirements.
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QUBE LX adds practical lighting with exceptional color
rendering, making food look extraordinary.

Fixture: QUBE 200 LX Pendant

Fixture: QUBE 300 LX Yoke

QUBE SX
Short and square, the QUBE
SX product line delivers up to
4000 lumens in a compact
package. By specifying one of
30 standard colors, QUBE SX
can appear distinctively bold
or fade into the surroundings
while provide ample, high
quality LED lighting.
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Fixture: QUBE 200 SX Sconce
Project: Private Residence
Photo: ALW

An array of QUBE SX fixtures provides brilliant lighting to
a space while bleding into the aesthetics.

Fixture: QUBE 300 SX Surface Mount
Project: Salon Atelier ©

TUBE
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2 models
TUBE LX - long shell

TUBE

TUBE SX - short shell

3 sizes
TUBE 200 - 3” diameter
TUBE 300 - 4” diameter
TUBE 400 - 6” diameter

TUBE is a decorative, luminous fixture that creates a dramatic look when
used singly or in clusters, chandeliers or patterns. TUBE is perfect for tall
hallways, exposed staircases, entryways and open atriums. The design
possibilities are endless.
TUBE is made with the same material and construction as CORE and
QUBE with the addition of durable Satinice acrylic tubing.
TUBE fixtures are available as multiple fixture types and
customer-specified lengths up to 96”.

4 tube lengths
2’
4’
6’
8’

5 types
pendant
up + down pendant
surface mount
sconce
up + down sconce

These tall TUBE Up + Down
Pendants, with 8000 total lumens, fill
open space with radiant illumination.

Fixture: TUBE 300 LX, Up + Down Pendant
Project: Holy Family Church, Anaconda, MT
Design: Frank Dugas & Lynn Redding
Photo: ALW
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TUBE LX
Ideal for large open spaces,
the TUBE LX product line
offers a wide range of
decorative yet functional
lighting fixtures. An
impressive combination of
function and aesthetics,
TUBE LX becomes a design
element in many interior and
exterior applications.
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TUBE’s radiant output fills the volume of this
elevator lobby.

Fixture: TUBE 400 LX Pendant

Wet listed for outdoor applications, TUBE makes
this traditional entryway glow.

Fixture: TUBE 300 LX Up + Down Sconce

TUBE SX
A decorative and functional
fixture, TUBE SX offers big
design benefits in an elegant,
configurable package.
With the ability to specify
the length of the diffuser, it’s
easier than ever to create
a unique solution using
standard TUBE SX fixtures.
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Fixture: TUBE 400 SX Pendant

Arranged as a spiral chandelier, TUBE SX
becomes a work of modern art.

Fixture: TUBE 400 SX Pendant

Specifications
Source
Xicato XTM LED module - up to 5000 lumens
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40+ wood veneers

standard
colors

Fixtures are available with real wood veneer, a natural product that will
feature grain, color and other appearance variations.

Basic Powder Coat

Many others are available as well as reconstituted wood and non-wood
veneers.

C.C.T.
2700K, 3000K, 3500K or 4000K

Satin Anodized Effect Powder Coat

CRI (Ra)
83 and 98
LED Driver
Included with all fixtures. Internal, deep canopy or remote mount options.

Metallic Powder Coat

Dimming
Standard: 0-10V or phase dimming to 10%
Optional: 0-10V, phase, Lutron EcoSystem, DMX, or DALI to 1%
Input Voltage
100 to 277VAC, phase dimmable versions are 120VAC only

Gloss Powder Coat (80-95% Gloss)

Construction
CNC machined aluminum with stainless steel hardware
Finish
Powder coat - TGIC polyester for exterior and interior use

Aluminum

Location
Listed for Wet & Damp locations
Warranty
Lifetime Limited Warranty - see warranty for details

Special Order

Modifications
Any modification or customization is possible - consult factory

60+
color cords

Custom

ALW offers a large variety of
colored cloth cords.
available in:

Fixture: CORE 200 CX - Square Cutout
Project: Restaurant, San Jose CA
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Photo Courtesy of The Color Cord Company
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architect’s
pattern

standard
fixtures

custom
luminaire

standard
fixture

shade + suspension
addition

custom
luminaire

Customized Fixture:

Modified Fixture:

The architect wanted a signature fixture to punctuate
the remodeling of the Meydenbauer Center in Seattle.
They approached ALW with the concept, which we
engineered as a large shell containing a pair of
standard CORE fixtures. Laser-cut aluminum sheet was
rolled and welded into the outer shell. Inside are two
CORE 300 SX fixtures, one at the top to illuminate the
inside of the shell and one at the bottom to illuminate
the floor below. A two-tone finish on the shell allows the
interior to glow while the exterior blends in with the rest
of the space’s color pallete. These custom 8-foot tall,
12-inch diameter fixtures are the spectacular center
piece of the project.

The requirements for this project were well defined
but the original fixture from another company had
been discontinued. At ALW we realized that by simply
adding a shade to our standard CORE 400 LX pendant
we could provide an excellent alternative. We quickly
had engineering drawings for the designer and, once
approved, the fixtures, with their custom orange color,
were built and shipped. All of our products are builtto-order in our San Jose, CA, facility so we can readily
accommodate these types of requests.
With a variety of shades, domes, rings and other
decorative components it’s easy to dress up our
standard fixture. It’s quick, easy and cost effective.

Let ALW help you realize your spectacular ideas.
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Project: Meydenbauer Center, Bellevue WA
Design: Dark | Light Seattle
Photo: ALW

Project: UW Terry + Maple, Renton WA
Design: Dark | Light Seattle
Photo: Benjamin Benschneider
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BRIO L2
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2 types

BRIO L2

BRIO L2 Pendant
BRIO L2 Sconce

A linear fixture with an impressive 460 lumens per foot can serve as
both a functional and decorative lighting fixture. BRIO L2 is simple yet
highly configurable. Join multiple segments in straight runs, at angles or
arranged in a random, Pixy Stix fashion to create a unique and one of a
kind lighting solution. The Light source is 180 degrees and can be field
adjusted +/- 90 degrees.

3 lengths

Available in 2, 4 and 5 foot segments, the slender 2” diameter BRIO
L2 fixture has a clean and modern look. BRIO L2 comes in multiple
color temperatures and includes 1% dimming as standard. DMX, Lutron
EcoSystem and DALI are also available.

2 feet
4 feet
5 feet

5 dimming
options
0-10V to 1%
Phase to 0%
DMX to 0%
DALI to 0%
EcoSystem to 1%
Arranged in a matrix, BRIO
L2 creates an upscale,
unique lighting fixture

Fixture: BRIO L2
Project: Turntable Studios, Denver, CO
Design: JG Johnson Architects
Photo: Sam Koerbel
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BRIO L2
Pendant

A modern, linear LED light fixture, BRIO
L2 offers a versatile design that can be
customized based on your requirements.
Multiple segments can be joined in long, linear
runs to serve as functional light in work areas
or hallways. Alternatively, multiple fixtures can
be hung in a three-dimensional arrangement
to fill an open space with a unique lighting
effect.
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Arranged in a random formation
BRIO L2 creates an interesting
yet functional light for big open
spaces.

Fixture: BRIO L2 Pendant
Project: YMCA, Beacon, NY
Design: Lumen 8 / O’Blaney Rinker
Photo: Andrew Lyngarkos

Two connected BRIO L2 segments
provide functional lighting in a
modern office work space.

Fixture: BRIO L2 Pendant
Project: Alley NYC, Chelsea, NY
Design: Echo Design + Architecture
Photo: Andrew Lyngarkos

BRIO L2
Sconce

Vertical or horizontal, the BRIO L2 sconce
shares the same quality, functionality
and configurability as the BRIO L2 pendant.
Stems, end caps and canopies can be finished
in 31 standard colors to match the interior.
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Fixture: BRIO L2 Sconce

Mounted vertically with the source rotated inwards,
BRIO L2 provides a soft, indirect light.

Fixture: BRIO L2 Sconce

Specifications
Source
LED, up to 460 lumens per foot
180° directional output, field adjustable +/- 90°
C.C.T.
3000K or 4000K
CRI (Ra)
82
Driver / Location
Included / deep canopy or remote options
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standard
colors

Basic Powder Coat

Satin Anodized Effect Powder Coat

Metallic Powder Coat

Dimming
Standard: 0-10V to 1% or phase dimming to 0%
Optional: Lutron EcoSystem, DALI and DMX
Input Voltage
100 to 277VAC, phase dimmable versions are 120VAC only

Gloss Powder Coat (80-95% Gloss)

Power
5 watts per foot
Construction
CNC machined aluminum with stainless steel hardware
Satinice acrylic, guaranteed not to yellow for 30 years

Aluminum

Finish
Clear anodized brushed aluminum or powder coat
Location
Listed for Damp locations

Special Order

Warranty
Lifetime Limited Warranty - see warranty for details

Fixture: BRIO L2 Pendant
Project: UW Terry + Maple Hall, Renton, WA
Design: Dark | Light Seattle
Photo: Benjamin Benschneider

Modifications
Available - consult factory

Custom

BRIO L2 is available in a non-illuminated version
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For detailed fixture information, data sheets, and photometrics please visit our website.
www.alwusacom

Specifications subject to change without notice
Rev. 191130
©2019 Architectural Lighting Works. All rights reserved.

